Installing electronic access control on two-story entrances can be difficult; cost and complexity are often directly related to building age and type of construction. The WRI400 wireless reader interface can be used to connect the reader to the access control system without having to run new wires up and over the ceiling.

The WRI400 wireless reader interface is a networked access point controller designed to provide wireless connectivity to traditional electronic access control components, including standard Wiegand readers, door position, tamper, and request to exit switches.

**Featured products**

1. aptIQ™ MT11 multi-technology reader
2. Schlage WRI400 wireless reader interface (not shown)
3. Schlage PIM400-TD2 panel interface module* (not shown)
4. Schlage M400 electromagnetic lock**
5. Schlage 621 interior push button release (not shown)

* See AD Series access control alliances info for specific integration details.
** Where applicable by local code.

**Ideal for**

- Commercial offices
- Medical offices
- Retail outlets